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Our numerical simulation first displays exponential increase of the mean number of
attractors with N for K = 2, 3, 4 and 50 5 N 5 350. The mean length of attractors also
increases exponentially with N for K = 2, but increases linearly with N for K = 3, 4.
We further found the larger the K the larger S/N value; which yields the results that
the mean length and the mean number of attractors of critical random Boolean networks
will decrease with larger K.
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1. Introduction
Random Boolean networks were proposed in 1969 by S. A. Kauffman who has since
developed an important model of how life began.1 The Kauffman model describes
a system of randomly connected nodes with dynamics based on Boolean update
functions. It has been very successful in its applications in biophysics, statistical
physics, etc.
In the dynamic system of the model the N 1/2 behavior of the mean number and
length of attractors has piqued the interest of by biologists to investigate deeper.
Due to increasing computer power, it was recently discovered that the old assumption about N 1/2 behavior of the mean number of attractors for critical K = 2
Kauffman networks was wrong. Also with increasing computer power, several discrepancies of the mean number of attractors were seen: an increase faster than
N 1/2 in Ref. 2; stretched exponential in Refs. 3 and 4, linear in Ref. 5; faster than
linear in Ref. 6. Then, in a beautiful analytical study, Samuelsson and Troein,7
and Kauffman et al.8 proved that the number of attractors grows indeed faster
than any power law with network size N . On the other hand, Bastolla and Parisi,2
and Bhattacharjya and Liang9 found that probability distributions of the length of
attractors are very broad (power-law like) and become broader with system size.
1313
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This means that the mean length of attractors increases much faster than N 1/2 .
However, Kauffman et al.,8 Drossel et al.,10 and Drossel11 claim that the number
of attractors of length L is Poisson distributed with a mean 1/L and that the mean
length of attractors increases with network size N faster than any power law.
Since the mean number and length of attractors of Kauffman networks are
affected mainly by stable core (abbreviated S) or relevant elements (abbreviated
RE ) investigation of the properties of stable core and relevant elements is very
important. The behavior of the stable nodes was first studied by Flybjerg.12 Almost
all the number of stable nodes of core can be found.5 These nodes do not take part
in the asymptotic dynamics. Relevant elements are defined as those elements whose
states are not constant and control at least one relevant element.3 These elements
completely determine the number and length of attractors. Socolar and Kauffman6
found numerically that for critical K = 2 networks the mean number of nonfrozen
nodes hN –Si scales as N 2/3 and the mean number of relevant elements scales as
N 1/3 . The same result is hidden in the analytical work on attractor numbers by
Samuelsson and Troein,7 as shown in Ref. 10. The aim of our investigation is to
further clarify the dependence of these properties on the network of size N .
2. Method of Investigation
The random Boolean network consists of N Boolean elements, {σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σN },
with σj being either zero or one. The value of each element σj at time t + 1 is determined by the values at time t of K other elements σj1 , σj2 , . . . , σjK , which are called
the controlling elements for element σj . Once the connections among the elements
in a system are established, each element σj is assigned with a Boolean update
function fj of its K controlling elements. In other words, the network dynamics for
the system is given by the equation
σj (t + 1) = fj (σj1 (t), σj2 (t), . . . , σjK (t)),

for j = 1, 2, . . . , N .

(1)

Our main purpose of this investigation is to explore the properties of Kauffman’s deterministic dynamics networks at critical line. These properties include
mean number of attractors hNC i , mean length of attractors hLC i, mean number
of stable cores hNSC i , mean number of relevant elements hRE i, etc. Accordingly,
our numerical method of implementation consists of the following:
1. Using the formula
Kc =

1
2p(1 − p)

to determine the phase of a network, where Kc is the critical K value12 and p is
the probability for the state 0 of Boolean update functions fj (σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σK ).
2. Connections K and Boolean update functions are randomly taken at the beginning and kept fixed afterwards. On each discrete time step, the outputs are
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updated synchronously. Because connections K and Boolean update functions
are randomly taken at the beginning and kept fixed afterwards the network
system is deterministic and any initial state will finally result in a cycle.
3. The initial state of the system configuration is randomly taken until a cycle is
found.
4. The network reduction algorithm form is implemented5 ; each network is allowed
to evolve for one hour (approximately 223 ∼ 226 initial states chosen) and then
stopped, and LC , NC , the number of stable cores (S), and the number of relevant
elements (RE ) of each network recorded.
5. For each 50 5 N 5 350, 2000 network calculations for same K and p were
implemented.

3. Simulated Results and Discussion
For the critical random Boolean network at K = 2, 3, 4, via our long-time numerical
simulation we have obtained various properties of the networks for 50 5 N 5 350.
The results are as follows:
1. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show respectively the behavior of the mean number of
attractors hNC i versus N . When N = 50 the increases of hNC i with N for the
three different K’s appear to be consistent with exponential, which conforms
with the derived results of Samuelsson7 and Kauffman.8
2. Figures 2 and 3 show respectively the different behavior of the mean length of
attractors hLC i versus N . For K = 2, Fig. 2 shows exponential increase of hLC i
with N , which is consistent with the expected results of Kauffman.8 Further,
one can easily see from our simulated results that the distribution of LC , which
is somewhat like a power law, tends to agree the viewpoints of Bastolla and
Parisi et al.2,9 As can be seen in Fig. 4 the averaged frequency (probability
distribution) of LC is quite broad, in which the large portion of probability is
located in a small region near LC = 50. Contrary to Fig. 2, Fig. 3 for K = 3, 4
shows respectively linear increase of hLC i with N . The difference between the
exponential increase as shown in Fig. 2 and the linear increase as shown in Fig. 3
is, as we suggest, due to the increasing behavior of the mean number of stable
cores hSi with increasing N as shown in Fig. 5 below.
3. Figure 5 shows the behavior of the mean number of nonfrozen elements hN –Si
versus N for 50 5 N 5 350 and K = 2, 3, 4 respectively. For 10 5 N 5 350 the
hN –Si is seen to be approximately proportional to N whereas Bastolla claims
the N 3/4 proportion when N → ∞. Yet Socolar and Samuelsson et al. maintain
that hN –Si is proportional to N 2/3 when N → ∞. The possible reason for the
discrepancies would be that the N values used in our numerical simulation were
not large enough.
4. Figure 6 shows the behavior of the mean number of stable cores hSi versus N
for K = 2, 3, 4. hSi is seen to increase linearly with N . These results are in
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Fig. 1. The mean number of attractors hNC i versus N for the number of controlling elements
K = 2, 3, 4 in the critical phase.

consistency with those obtained by Bilke et al.,5 and are also consistent with the
results derived by Flyvbjerg.12
5. Figure 7 shows the log–log plot of the mean number of relevant elements hRE i
versus N for K = 2, 3, 4. hRE i is seen to increase proportional to N 4/5 for
10 5 N 5 350. Yet Bastolla claims the N 1/2 dependence of hRE i as N → ∞.3
However, Socolar6 and Kauffmen et al.8 hold that the relation between hRE i
and N is not definite; hRE i is proportional to N 1/3 when N → ∞, as can be
seen in Fig. 2 of Ref. 8.
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Fig. 2. The exponential behavior of the mean length of attractors hL C i versus N for the number
of controlling elements K = 2 in the critical phase.

Fig. 3. The linear behavior of the mean length of attractors hLC i versus N for the number of
controlling elements K = 3, 4 in the critical phase.

4. Conclusion
The Kauffman model for random Boolean networks is essentially a model for biologically genetic regulatory systems. Nevertheless the model has attracted the interest
of physicists in the 1980s, due to its analogy with the disordered systems studied
in statistical mechanics, such as the mean field spin glass. Consequently various
properties in the critical phase of the networks are very important. Thus numerical
investigation of various properties in the critical phase is worth exploration. The
long-time numerical simulation for 50 5 N 5 350 now obtains the following results
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The average frequency of the length of attractors LC for 2000 networks N = 350, K = 2.

Fig. 5. The log–log plot of the mean nonfrozen elements hN –Si versus N for the number of
controlling elements K = 2, 3, 4 in the critical phase.

in conclusion:
1. For K = 1, 2, 3, 4, when 50 5 N 5 350 the mean number of attractors hNC i
increases exponentially with N , which already conforms with the theoretical
behavior of hNC i when N → ∞. ( For K = 1 hNC i has been analytically shown
to increase exponentially with N.11 )
2. We have first discovered via numerical simulation that for K = 1, 2, and when
50 5 N 5 350, the mean length of attractors hLC i already increases exponentially with N , which is already in conformity with the theoretical behavior of
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Fig. 6. The mean number of stable cores hSi versus N for the number of controlling elements
K = 2, 3, 4 in the critical phase.

Fig. 7. The log–log plot of the mean number of relevant elements hRE i versus N for the number
of controlling elements K = 2, 3, 4 in the critical phase.

hNC i when N → ∞. But for K = 3, 4, hLC i increases linearly with N . (For
K = 1, hLC i has been analytically shown to have the same exponential dependence with N.)11
3. For K = 2, 3, 4, the mean number of stable cores hSi increases linearly with N
and we first obtained the result: the larger the K the larger hSi/N . When N
is fixed, the larger K goes with the larger hSi which leads to smaller hLC i and
hNC i, as is clearly seen in Figs. 1–3.
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4. For 50 5 N 5 350, the mean number of relevant elements hRE i is approximately
proportional to N 4/5 .
In conclusion, based on our long computing time numerical simulation and the
theoretical derivation of Kauffman et al., it should be confirmed that for the critical K = 2 random Boolean networks both the mean number and the length of
attractors would increase exponentially with system size N .
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